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Merkel unlikely to Win Another Term as German
Chancellor
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Angela Merkel has become all but un(re)electable as chancellor as the electorate comes to
the bleak realisation that Germany can now never be the same again after having accepted
over  two  million  Muslim  immigrants  whose  high  birth  rate  will  inevitably  place
unprecedented  demands  on  public  services  and  irrevocably  replace  the  centuries-old,
German  culture  and  the  analytic  and  continental  traditions  of  Leibniz,  Kant,  Hegel,
Schopenhauer, Marx, Nietzsche, Heidegger and Wittgenstein, with a foreign doctrine and
faith. Given the Muslim fertility rate at about twice that of nonMuslims, that would equate to
about a net increase of 40,000 per year on current estimates assuming all immigration to
cease as of now.

With a current population of over 80 million, and assuming that immigration will continue in
the foreseeable future, the outlook for the retention of European values in Germany is bleak
indeed and the  proliferation  of  mosques  will  presumably  gather  pace and momentum
throughout the country,  thereby permanently changing the cultural  and religious profile of
the state. That may, or may not, be a good thing depending on your own ethnicity and
political persuasion.
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